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As short-story author Sergei Dovlatov would have written, my characteristic trait is that I have the
unfortunate habit of showing up at the theater only after the actors have taken their final bows.
Perhaps that is why it took me several months to ponder over the signing of a letter by Russian
academicians in defense of two scientific foundations — the Russian Foundation of Basic Research,
or RFBR, and the Russian Humanitarian Foundation, or RHF.
Despite the obvious correctness of the position taken by the document, I dragged my feet in signing it.
As a result, the letter was sent to President Dmitry Medvedev on July 5 without my signature. That
does not make the letter any less weighty of course: It was signed by 2,233 academics, making it
perhaps the single most unanimous expression of our academic community in the last decade.
The meaning of the letter is simple. The RFBR and the RHF are instruments for the financing of basic
science. These are organizations that receive money from the government and distribute it on a
competitive basis. Peer review plays a decisive role in the allocation process — that is, scientists
working in the same field as the applicant assess the merits of the proposed research or project.
Peer review is not without its flaws. For example, it clearly tends to be conservative by favoring
scientists with previous achievements and by giving the “leading scientists” on the review board the
ability to significantly influence new priorities. But that is only a reflection of the natural conservatism
of basic science. Other instruments are needed to achieve breakthroughs, especially in the applied
sciences.
Foundations such as the RFBR and the RHF are needed — not for achieving innovative
breakthroughs but for the continued existence and development of ordinary, even routine, scientific
work. Without that underlying bedrock of fundamental science, no dynamic system for national
education or innovative breakthroughs would be possible.
Over the 17 years of their existence, through both lean and plentiful years, the RFBR and the RHF
have proven that they are the most efficient and effective instruments for the allocation of money for
basic research in our country.
Two things are required from the president and the government. First, funding cuts to those
institutions should not only end, but financial support should increase. Second, the government
should consider the importance of basic research, currently overlooked in the federal budget. In
response, the government could request significantly greater transparency — but this does not mean
greater bureaucratic accountability. For example, national borders play almost no role in fundamental
science.
The use of Russian scientists living abroad as specialists improves the transparency of the allocation
of funds and the quality of research being funded. (In most academic disciplines, the leading scholars
coming from Russia work in the world’s best universities and laboratories.) These scholars would then
become participants in the academic life of Russia, and that would be good for science and Russia.
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